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1 Introduction

This paper describes an unsupervised method for extractinglexico-semantic classes
from POSannotated corpora. The method consists in building bi-dimensional clusters
of both words and local syntactic contexts. Each cluster, which represents a lexico-
semantic class such as “entities in danger” is the result of merging its most prototypical
constituents (words and contexts). The generated clusterswill be used as centroids to
word classification.

The basic intuition underlying our corpus-based approach is that similar classes can
be aggregated to generate either more specific or more generic classes, without inducing
odd associations between contexts and words. A new class is generated by specification
if we make the union of the constituent contexts (intension expansion) while the words
are intersected (intension reduction). A new class is generated by abstraction if the
local contexts are intersected (intension reduction), while we make the union of the
constituent words (extension expansion). Intersecting words and local contexts in an
accurate way allows us to generate tight clusters with prototypical constituents.

2 Related Work

Local syntactic contexts have been largely used to extract classes of semantically similar
words. Yet, approaches differ in the way they define word similarity. Some of them
assume that two words are similar if they co-occur with a number of identical local
contexts [4, 6]. Semantic similarity is then computed by using the whole set of local
contexts associated to each word. Unfortunately, the contexts of a word are usually
very heterogeneous and multidimensional. They impose different selection restrictions
and then select for different semantic facets or senses of a word. For instance, the noun
organisationappears, at least, in two different types of contexts: thoseselecting for
temporal events (organisationof the party, to finish theorganisation, etc.) and those
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requiring institutions (hired by theorganisation, the president of theorganisation, etc.).
Given such a contextual diversity, this word can be semantically associated to a list of
very heterogeneous nouns:procedure, action, company, ministry,. . . . This “absolute”
view of semantic similarity leads to collapsing heterogeneous contextual information
onto a single axis.

In order to induce semantically homogeneous lists of words,other approaches do
not compare the semantic similarity between words, but between< word, context >

pairs and sets of those pairs. These sets are perceived as lexico-semantic classes or se-
lection types [8, 9]. Given two vocabularies,W andLC, which represent respectively
the set of words and the set of local contexts, a lexico-semantic class is defined as a
pair < LC′, W ′ >, whereLC′ ⊆ LC andW ′ ⊆ W . In this model, the same word
or context can in principle belong to more than one class. So,the positive side of these
approaches is that they try to take into account polysemy. Some difficulties arise, how-
ever, in the process of class generation. Those aproaches propose a clustering algorithm
in which each class is represented by the centroid distributions of all of its members.
This is in conflict with the fact that many words and local contexts can significatively
involve more than one semantic dimension. As a result, the clustering method appears
to be too greedy since it overgenerates many wrong associations between words and
local contexts.

To avoid this problem, a more recent approach tried to limit the information con-
tained in the centroids by introducing a process of “clustering by committee” [7]. The
centroid of a cluster is constructed by taking into account only a subset of the cluster
members. This subset, called “committee”, contains the more representative members
(prototypes) of a class. So, the main and more difficult task of such an approach is
to first identify a list of committees, i.e., a list of semantically homogeneous clusters.
Committees represent basic semantic classes of similar words and are useful for word
classification.

Other approaches also try to identify homongenous clustersrepresenting basic se-
mantic classes. The main difference with regard to the former method is that each basic
cluster is constituted, not by similar words, but by a set of similar local contexts [2,
1, 3]. The method is focused on computing the semantic similarity between syntactic
local contexts. Words are no more seen as objects to be clustered but as attributes of
contexts. These are taken as the objects of the clustering process. As local contexts turn
out to be less polysemic than words, it is assumed that searching for classes of homoge-
neous contexts is an easier task than to find tight classes of semantically related words.
The main problem, however, is that the basic clusters of contexts identified in the first
step tends to be very small and specific. The average size of a basic cluster is only two
members. In order to generate larger classes, most of these approaches require a second
step with a greedy clustering process. Unfortunately, thisgreedy clustering step tends
to overgenerate many context-word associations.

The method proposed in this paper belongs to the last type of approach. Our main
contribution is the use of very restrictive operations (specification and abstraction) in
the process of building tight clusters. Thanks to these operations, we solve the overgen-
eration problem.



3 Assumptions

Following the model introduced byFormal Concept Analysis[5], lexico-semantic classes
are defined as bi-dimensional objects: one dimension is the intension definition, i.e., a
set of similar contexts with the same selection restrictions. The other one is its ex-
tension, i.e., the set of words appearing in such contexts and satisfying their semantic
requirements. When the intension is very specific because itcontains a large set of con-
texts, then the extension tends to be small.

New lexico-semantic classes are generated by means of a clustering process en-
dowed with two complementary operations: specification andabstraction. If two sim-
ilar classes,CL1 and CL2, defined respectively as the pairs< LC1, W1 > and<

LC2, W2 >, are aggregated into a new class, we can opt for two differentoperations:

specification: CL1 Θ CL2, which represents a more specific class whose intension is
the set of contextsLC1 ∪ LC2, and the extension the word setW1 ∩ W2.

abstraction: CL1 ΦCL2, which represents a more generic class whose intension is
the intersectionLC1 ∩ LC2, and the extension the unionW1 ∪ W2.

The clustering method we will describe in the following section makes use of these
two operations. The resulting classes generated by such operations will be the startpoint
of a further process: word classification.

4 The Method

Our method consists of 3 steps. In Step I, we describe a clustering algorithm relying on
an specification operation. The aim is to extract a set of veryspecific classes. In Step
II, these classes are merged by a hierarchical clustering and the abstraction operation.
Finally, in Step III, each word is assigned to its more appropriate classes.

4.1 Step I: Extracting Specific Classes

We start by selecting a set of local syntactic contexts. As these contexts will be used
as semantic word classifiers, they should not have high word dispersion. The word dis-
persion of a context is defined as the number of word types occurring with this context
divided by the total number of word types in the training corpus. The input set is thus
constituted by those contexts whose word dispersion is lower than an empirically set
threshold.

Then, for each local context with low dispersion, we computeits top-k similar ones,
wherek = 5, using the weighted jaccard coefficient defined in [4] as a similarity mea-
sure. The extraction of specific classes operates on these ranked list. Given the top-5
list associated to a local context (and the set of word types it classifies), we first build
5 ranked classes by aggregating that context to each one in the list. Table 1 shows the
five classes associated to the context “threat to [N]” that were extracted from the corpus
Europarl. They will be the input of the clustering process.

The first class,00231, is taken as the centroid since it is constituted by the top-1
similar context to “threat to [N]”. The clustering process consists in aggregating the



Table 1.The top-5 classes built around the context “threat to [ N ]”

00231 {threat to [N], risk to [N]} {health, environment, security,
price, peace, stability}

00232 {threat to [N], endanger [N]} {whole, democracy, peace, life,
health, environment, security,
stability}

00233 {threat to [N], [N] aspect} {welfare, safety, employment,
health, security}

00234 {threat to [N], damage [N]} {employment, integrity, peace,
life, health, environment, fish-
ing, stability}

00235 {threat to [N], guarantee of [N]} {safety, democracy, peace, job,
freedom, security, stability}

remaining classes together around the identified centroid if only if they share more than
50% of the words. All aggregations are made using the operator of“specification” since
each generated class is obtained by intersecting the two word sets of each aggregated
class. As a result, we obtain:

CL37 {endanger [N], damage [N], threat to [N], risk to [N]} {health, environment,
peace, stability}

which is the result of two specification operations:

CL37 = 00231 Θ 00232 Θ 00234

Here, clustering involves the centroid,00231, and two classes,00232 and00234, which
satisfy the similarity condition (share at least50% of words). This process is repeated
for all the ranked top-5 lists. The specific classes generated at the end of the process are
the input of the following clustering step.

4.2 Step II: Generating Abstract Classes by Hierarchical Clustering

A standard hierarchical clustering takes the specific classes built in the previous step
to generate new classes. For this purpose, we make use of an open source software:
Cluster 3.01. In this step, we use the operation of abstraction to build the successive
aggregations. So, each generated class is constituted by both the union of word sets and
the intersection of contexts. Table 2 illustrates a genericclass,NODE77, obtained from
two successive abstractions: Table 2 illustrates a genericclass,NODE77, obtained
from two successive abstractions:

NODE77 = CL37 ΦNODE30

NODE30 = CL420 ΦCL202

1 http://bonsai.ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp/˜mdehoon/software/cluster/software.htm



Table 2.Hierarchical construction of the generic classNODE77

NODE77 : NODE30 Φ CL37 {endanger [N]} {health, life, patient, environ-
ment, peace, stability, quality}

NODE30 : CL202 Φ CL420 {endanger [N], risk to [N]} {health, life, patient, environ-
ment, quality}

CL202 {endanger [N], risk to [N], ex-
pense of [N]}

{health, life, patient, environ-
ment}

CL420 {endanger [N], risk to [N],
plant [N]}

{health, life, quality}

CL37 {damage [N], endanger [N],
risk to [N], threat to [N]}

{health, environment, peace,
stability}

Words and contexts organised aroundNODE77 seem to characterise the abstract
class of “entities in danger”. Note that the classes we are able to learn (e.g., entities in
danger) do not try to represent word senses as the synsets do in WordNet. Rather, they
characterise ontological concepts.

The same word can appear in different generic classes. For instance,environment,
which is a member ofNODE77, is also a member of another class aggregating nouns
such asagriculture, interior, justice, culture, andfinance, by their association with con-
texts like “minister of [N]”, “ministry of [N]”, or “minister for [N]”.

Finally, if we observe more carefully Table 2, we find out thathealthand “endanger
[N] ” are the only elements appearing in the three specific classes. They can be consid-
ered as the prototypical or more representative constituents of such classes (they are in
italic in the table). Prototypical elements will play an important role in the following
step: word classification.

4.3 Step III: Word Classification

So far, the generated clusters have been loosing relevant information step by step, since
they were aggregated using intersecting operations. Besides that, the intersecting ag-
gregations did not allow us to infer context-word associations that were not attested in
the training corpus. As has been mentioned above, our objective was to design a very
restrictive clustering strategy so as to avoid overgeneralisations.

In order to both reintroduce lost information and learn new context-word associa-
tions, the last step aims at assigning more words to the specific classes generated in the
first clustering process. A word is assigned to one or more classes in the following way:

We start by identifying the centroids used for classification. Given a specific class,
the representative centroid is constituted by the words andcontexts that were consid-
ered as prototypes in the abstraction process (Step 2). For instance, the centroid of
prototypes extracted from the classesCL420, CL202, andCL37, during the construc-
tion of NODE77 is: < {endanger[N ]}, {health} >. If a word fills theclassification
conditionsimposed by this centroid, then it is assigned to the three classes in the exam-
ple.



The classification conditions that a candidate word must fillare two: First, it must
besimilar to those words appearing in the centroid. Second, it must occur in the training
corpus with the contexts of the centroid.

To measure similarity between words, we used the same coefficient as for context
similarity: a weighted jaccard score. In addition, each word was provided with a list
containing its top-5 most similar ones. So, two words,wi anwj , are considered to be
similar if only if wi is in the top-5 list ofwj , or conversely, ifwj is in the top-5 list of
wi.

At the end of the classification step, our system was able to assign “security”,
“democracy” , “growth”, and “energy” to the classes organised around the concept of
entities in danger. Note that the acquired classes refer to domain-dependent concepts.

5 Experiments and Evaluation

Experiments have been carried out using two different text corpora. A Portuguese cor-
pus with 10 million tokens extracted from the general-purpose journalO Público, and
an English excerpt (3 million tokens) of the European Parliament Proceedings (Eu-
roParl), available inhttp://people.csail.mit.edu/koehn/publications/europarl/. Both cor-
pora werePOStagged using TreeTagger2, an open source software.

Table 3 depicts the number of specific and generic classes extracted from each cor-
pus, as well as the number of word classifications. The extraction was only focused on
nouns and nominal contexts. Note that not many generic classes were learnt. This is in
accordance with the basic ideas underlying formal ontology.

Table 3.Corpus Data

Specific ClassesGeneric ClassesClassificationsAccuracy of Classif.
Público 264 91 492 92%

EuroParl 227 68 226 94%

Measuring the correctness of the acquired lexico-semanticclasses is not an easy
task. We are not provided with a gold standard against to which results can be com-
pared. As the acquired classes are corpus-dependent and do not represent word senses,
there is no pre-existing ontology nor thesaurus containingthe type of information our
system is able to learn. Some of the classes we learnt refer toparticular encyclopaedic
knowledge, for instance, the class of world regions with internal conflicts:kosovo, bal-
cans, serbia, colombia, chechnya, east timor, sierra leona, region. These words appear
in contexts such as “conflict in [N]” and “war in [N]”. Encyclopaedic classes are, in
general, semantically homogeneous and are organised in closed sets of words. By con-
trast, the system also acquires very heterogeneous classesconstituted by open sets of
words: e.g., entities in danger (NODE77 above), different forces that can be involved
in a process (threat, obstacle, access, impetus, contribution, ...), etc.

2 http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/DecisionTreeTagger.html



To evaluate the lexico-semantic classes, we set a subjective evaluation protocol fo-
cused on the accuracy of word classification. Each word assignment to a class was
judged as correct or incorrect by a human evaluator. An assignment was considered as
correct if the assigned word issemantically requiredby all the local contexts defining
the class. the 4th column of Table 3 shows the accuracy score.In fact, this evalua-
tion measures the amount of overgeneration produced by the system. Overgeneration is
about8% in O Públicoand6% in EuroParl.

In further research, we have to develop a process of context classification. In this
process, each lexico-semantic class will be assigned localcontexts that were not in-
volved in the previous clustering step.
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